Messin
Didn´t worry, did he!
He didn´t worry
He didn´t worry, did he!
Oooh you got it right to be happy
you got it right, you got it right, you got it right to be happy
I got a car and you got a problem
let´s work it out through reverse verse nonsense
and record us
I´ll race you to the curb
I´ll make funny voices
I´ll do my impressions
of James Cagney...you dirty rat
Rambo, just like that
bah bah bah bah splat
You got it right to be happy
You got it right put up a fight
Bob Marley din´t worry, did he!
He worry
He didn´t worry, did he!
Did he?

All I really want
One ...one two
All I really want is to see you smile
Don´t think that I don´t care...to see you smile
It´s all I got....

It´s okay you think too much
bought yourself some time
to get yourself together
to get yourself together
I can see your brains
I can see your brains...you got space
I can see your brains...you got space.... to see you smile
I can see your brains...you got space....to see you smile
I think I understand
It´s all I got....
All I really want is to know that you´re okay
to see you smile ...to get yourself together
I can see your brains...you got space
I can see your brains
I can see your brains
I can see your brains

Helicopter
Helicopter....close the window
helicopter …..close the window
Let me take a chance on you...spin my atoms
Let me take a chance on you....spinning bottle
Edison illuminate the world at night
Edison illuminate the world
staring in the fridge haven´t touched the fruit again
staring in the fridge haven´t touched the fruit
Crazy dreams all my life
distracted by the phone wasn´t thinking
distracted by the phone, call you after

Rainy day in Lapland
Rainy day in Lapland ...rainy day
Rainy day in Lapland..rainy day
For the Eskimo
For the Eskimo
They´re fighting to save the ice
They´re fighting to save their lives
Rainy day
Rainy day in Lapland ...rainy day
All the tears are spilling over
All the tears are spilling over
Rainy day...rainy day...rainy day
They´re fighting to save the ice
Let´s get out of here
let´s go home
Let´s get out of here
Go
All the tears are spilling over

Shopenhauer
I´m only trying to find my way
I don´t wanna be the centree of the Universe
Billions and billions and billions of stars
I´m building a swale to catch the rain
I´m in another dimension, another dimension
I´m only trying to find my way
I don´t wanna be the centree of the Universe
Billions and billions and billions of stars
I´m building a swale to catch the rain
I don´t wanna come first
I don´t wanna robot to make my lunch
I don´t wanna beer glass to know where I´m from
Billions and billions and billions of stars
the rings of Saturn and the moons of Mars
Billions and billions and billions of stars

Stop Frackin around
If I can get my gas from the tap
don´t need to buy that stuff from an Arab
it bubbles up from a well in the ground
if I could wreck the earth for a buck
why the frack would I give it up
ship the water in in a truck
shove it down
You got your gas...uh huh
shut the f**k up
You got your gas
You got your gas
Stop frackin´ around
You got a farm and it´s over my gas
you got a farm that I need to tresspass
I´m like a mole I need to dig a big hole
why the frack would I give it up
ship the water in in a truck
You got your gas
You got your gas
You got your gas
Stop frackin´ around
Stop frackin´ around
Stop frackin´ around
You got your gas
You got your gas
you want your line and you want your apps
whistle you way past the graveyard
you wanna wanna way too much
are you prepared to give it all up
Here you go... You got your gas
Here you go... You got your gas

Third world war
One too many backstabbing city tricks
can turn you bitter...bitter
the faster you drive the better
out of sight out of mind
on the road on the way to the coast the wildflowers cover the slope
I´m gonna ride the wave here honey
I´m gonna ride the wave here honey
I´m going down in the foaming water
I´m going down in the foaming water
I´m on the wave but something grabs me
I get caught up my legs are heavy
I dive from air to water
letting go of past and future
just here and now is all we care about
when the wave hits
I´m gonna ride the wave here honey
I´m gonna ride the wave here honey
I´m going down in the foaming water
I´m going down in the foaming water
I´m gonna ride the wave here honey
I´m gonna ride the wave here honey
I´m gonna ride the wave here honey

Thump
Just for today...on this planet
don´t be afraid...stand like a rock
get all the stuff that you don´t have
put down your phone and get off your facebook
The world is so blue
The world is so blue
I got a feeling
I got a feeling there´s something real good, real good
that I´ll never see, never have, never be
The world is so blue
Don´t feel with your mind...mercenary
don´t think with your heart
your heart is a pump
and it knows how to thump
it´s important to be sincere
once you fake that you´ll be fine
The world is so blue
The world is so blue
I got a feeling
I got a feeling there´s something real good, real good
that I´ll never see
there´s something real good...real wow...good...real wow
Gimme your hand...you´re wonderful
gimme your hand...real good

Waiting
In the back of my mind
where all the lingering´s born
where the doubt creeps in
and any good is undone
I´ll be waiting
I´ll be waiting, waiting, waiting
when the bets are placed
when the wheel stops
and the zero comes in
and all the money is lost
I´ll be waiting
I´ll be waiting, waiting, waiting
I´ll be waiting, waiting, waiting
waiting
And any good is undone
When all confessions are heard
and all the penance is paid
when all your sins are absolved
I´ll be waiting, waiting, waiting
I´ll be waiting, waiting, waiting

When you´re alone
When you´re alone
if you´re alone in the right way
no rushing to pick up the phone
you´re at home
you´re alone
you´re alone
Could write a poem
could run away to the army
could try and hold
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When you´re alone
When you´re alone
When you´re alone
no rushing to pick up the phone
you´re alone
you´re alone

Here we go again
We´re on a sinking boat
and the water´s rising
It´s a cul-de-sac road
and the water´s rising
Ooh ….feeling...like
feeling...like
We´re on a sinking boat
we´re on a sinking boat
we´re on a sinking boat
and there´s no horizon
If it´s just a mistake wake me out of the dream
you know what I mean, you know what I mean
we could change all of this
we could change...we could change
you know what I mean, you know what I mean
we could change all of this
Ooh ….feeling...like
feeling...like

C´mon c´mon
C´mon c´mon...c´mon c´mon
C´mon c´mon
I´m not too young
I´m not too old
Is it too late to join the fun
C´mon c´mon
Are you a magnet
I was feeling attractive
it was a rush
while it lasted
C´mon c´mon
C´mon c´mon
C´mon c´mon

